
 

Dear Children, Parents and Carers, 

I hope you all had a restful and fun filled week. We have got another busy term ahead 

of us. If you have any questions, don’t forget to use your communication books. 

Miss Jarvis  
 

The KS2 Connections curriculum is going to be based around one Big Question with 

smaller questions used to support with answering this across the year. We will be 

studying different periods from time to help us to answer our Big Question which is 

‘Does where we live effect how we live?’. The third period the children are going to be 

studying, in order to help answer this question, is by learning what happened during the 

Tudor era. Within Geography, the children will be carrying out fieldwork to help them 

to understand the geography of the local area. We will be creaking sketch maps and 

using 4 figure compass directions to locate key features. In History, the children will 

be finding out about the main changes that occurred during the Tudor period and will 

be exploring the reasons for the English Reformation and what it was. For our Artwork 

this term, the focus will be on portraits. We will be looking at a selection of well-known 

pieces from the Tudor period and will then be using paint to create a portrait ensuring 

a likeness of the person they are painting.   

 Non-Fiction is going to be the focus of our reading sessions this term. 

There will be four reading lessons a week: pre-

reading, reading, group-reading and an application 

lesson. We will be using a range of non-fiction books 

and extracts as a stimulus for these sessions., 

starting with an extract from 100 women who made 

history. Children will be focussing on a different 

skill each session: Vocabulary, Inference, Predicting, Explaining, 

Retrieval and Summarising as well as focusing on pace and 

expression. During this focus, the children will have the opportunity 

to retrieve facts that they can use as source of information for 

their Connections learning.    
 

This term, our writing units are writing a non-chronological report based upon King 

Henry VIII using our learning from our reading sessions and our Connections to support 

us with this. We will be using a variation in our sentence structure and organising our 



writing into paragraphs shaped around a key topic sentence. We will also be writing a 

time-slip narrative ensuring we are consistently using the past tense.  

Within Maths this term, we will be moving onto fractions and 

decimals. We will be practising counting forwards and backwards 

in tenths and hundreds, finding fractions of sets of objects and 

adding and subtraction fractions with the same denominator. We 

will also be comparing decimal numbers, recognise equivalent 

decimals and fractions and finally be solving problems involving 

fractions and decimals 

The Science topic this term is Plants. Within this topic, the children will be identifying 

and describing the functions of different parts of the flowering plant and will be 

exploring the part flowers play in a flowering plants life cycle. The children will also be 

explaining the requirements of plants for life and growth before finding out the way in 

which water is transported between plants. 

In RE, we will be studying Hinduism. The children will be using their learning to answer 

the question: What do Hindus believe about God?. The children will be exploring that 

Hinduism is an umbrella term for a collection of religious expressions and will be 

learning more about these religious expressions.  

In French, our next topic will be ‘Les couleurs et Les saisons (seasons). The children will 

be learning different reading, writing and speaking skills within this topic and will be 

building upon their learning of the seasons.  

Within Computing, we will be continuing our work on using emails whilst linking it in with 

online safety. We will be differentiating between fact, opinion and belief online and 

explaining how to deal with upsetting online content. We will be recognising that digital 

devices communicate with each other to share personal information. Before moving onto 

explaining what social media platforms are used for and recognising why social media 

platforms are age-restricted. 

In PSHE, our fourth unit will be on ‘Healthy Me’. We will begin 

by knowing how different friendship groups are formed and how 

the children fit into them. The children will be identifying which 

friends they value most and recognising that there are leaders 

and followers in groups.  

In PE, our fourth unit of work is Dance. We will be focusing on 

creating characters and narrative through movement and gesture. We will gain 

inspiration from a range of stimuli, working individually, in pairs and small groups. In 

dance as a whole, the children will think about how to use movement to explore and 

communicate ideas and issues, and their own feelings and thoughts. The children will be 



developing confidence in performing and will be given the opportunity to provide 

feedback and utilise feedback to improve their own work. 

Homework and Spellings 

The most valuable homework you can do with your child is to set aside a short and daily 

piece of time where you share, read and enjoy books together. 

The children will also need to complete other pieces of homework and spellings. Your 

child’s homework will be set on Mathletics one week and then on Reading Eggs the 

following week. Please ensure your child’s homework is completed by the following 

Thursday. 

Spellings will continue to be sent home on a Monday and will be tested the following 

Monday.  

PE 

PE lessons will be on a Thursday, please can you ensure your child comes into school in 

their PE clothing. 

Outdoor Education 

The children will have one session of Outdoor Education each week on a Friday. Please 

can the children come to school dressed appropriately and ensure they bring in a 

waterproof coat and a pair of named wellies. 

 

 


